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Abstract: The optical propcrties of living tissues

physical therapy.

are very complicated and are not yet understood
rvell because the scattering coellicient tlf living

The physical properties of living tissues itre
quite cornplicated because of it's inhotuogencity
caused by hierarchical structures of cells, tissttes
aud organs. One of the rnost important problenrs
for the developnrent of measureluent itttd
therapeutic rnethods in biornedical engineerirrg is
the knorvledge about blood properties. I'he
scattering and absorption coefhcient of blood
changes with the change of flow rate like as the
electrical properties of blood. We have alrcldy
reported that the intensity and tlte augular
distribution of scattering liglrt frorn florving blood
is renrarkably alfected by the orientation itud

tissues

is much bigger than the absorption

coelficient. But optical method has often becn
used in the rvitle lield of biomedical engineering
because the absorption coeflicient of visible light

is vcry small for living tissues exceplt blood.
Therefor, the optical properties of blood is the
most important for the development of optical
methods for Biomedical measurement and
We have theoreticallv and
therapy.
expcrimentally discusscd the optical propertics,
such as scattering, absorption, reflection iutd
transmission , of phantom and various tissues
In this paper, we rvill discuss the optical

properties of steadily anrl sinusoirlally llowing
blood. And rve will also tliscuss the angular
distribution of scattering light from llorving
blood. For discussion, tve simultaneously
measurcd thc electrical and viscous properties
of flowing blood. From thc expcrinrcnts, it is

concluded that both the scattering and
transmitted light increase with the increase of
florv rate and that blootl behaves like a clastic
material at very lorv shear rate.

INTRODUCTION
Physical properties of blood are of practical
interest in medical engineering and various frelds

of rnedicine. For

example, the

electrical

impedance of blood is much less than that of all
other living tissues and the absorption coefficient
of blood for visible light is much larger than that

of all other living

tissues. Therefore, these
characteristics can be applied to various purposes
in biomedical engineering, such as iurpedance CT

defonnation of red blood cells due to shear florv.
At lfgh shear rate, the cause of this phenourena is
orientation and deforrnation of red blood cells. But

at lorv shear rate, blood shorvs quite

diffcrent

phenomena. These phenornema are quite sinrilar
to that of the electrical propertics of blood. 'l'he
electrical properties of sinusoidally flowing blood
has been discussed in another paper. When the
rate of flow is high, the change of resistivity
coincide well with the change of florv rate.
Holever, when the amplitude of sinusoidal flou, is
srnall and oscillation frequency is high, the plurse
difference between florv and the change of
resistivity increases up to 90 degrees rvith the
decrease of arnplitude. In this paper, rve rvill
discuss the optical properties of steadily itnd
sinusoidally flowing blood. And rve rvill also
discuss the angular distribution of scattering liglrt
frorn flowing blood. For discussion, we
sirnultaneously measured the electrical and viscous

properties

of flowing blood. Fronr thcse

experiurental results,

it is concluded

that both the

scattering and transmitted light increase lvith the
increase of florv rate and that at very lorv shear
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rate,blood behave like a elastic material.
The changes of viscosity, scattering light intensity
and electrical resistivity of blood due to flow are

dependent on the same cause such as the
orientation and deformation of red cells, The
optical properties of blood, in rvhich such oriented
and deforrned red cells are suspended, must be

differ from that of resting blood.

flow and the period of minimum light scattering
increases up to 90 degrees with the decreases of
shear rate arnplitude and increase of frequency.
One of the measurement results of the phase
differences for various flow frequencies are shown
infig.2. Frorn these results, it is concluded
that the phase difference changes from - 90 to zero
degree with the change of peak shear from I to 10
5 for the blood of 40Yo hematocrit. This results

METHOD

show that at low shear, blood behave like an elastic

We measured the changes of optical reflection
and transrnission of both steadily and sinusoidally
flowing blood in both a rectangular conduit and a
co-axial rylindrical device. Both longitudinal
and tranwersal changes of resistivitv are
simultaneously measured. Fig.lshows a co-axial

material.
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cylirndical device (similar to Couette viscometer)

used for the simultaneous measurement
electrical, optical and viscous properties

of
of

florving blood. Various couette flow, such as steady,
step and sinusoidal flow, can be made by a pulse

motor. We can simultaneously measure the
longitudinal and tranwersal resistivities, reflected
light, viscous force applied to outer cylinder and
flolv rate.
For optical measurernent, monochromatic liglrt
is irradiated tlrrough an optical fiber and reflected

liglrts of several angles are measured through the
bank of optical fibers.
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Fig.2 phase difference between scattering light
change and blood flow.

The waveform of reflected light change is
similar to that of transversal resistivity change.
The relation between the peak shear of florv and
the phase of resistivitv change is similar to that of
scattering light change. This results also suggest
that the blood forms a linkage structure between
red cells at low shear and the structure suddenly
breaks at the shear of certain value.
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RESULTS

In this paper, we systematically discuss about
the effect of blood flow on the physical properties
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of blood, such as electrical impedance, light

Fig.3 Angular distribution of scattering light from
steadily flowing blood

reflection and viscosity.
When the arnplitude of sinusoidal florv is small

One of the measurernent results of

and oscillation frequency is high, the phase
difference betrveen thc zero crossing period of

distribution of scattering light is shorvn in Fig.3.
More detailed discussion rvill be sholvn elservhere.
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